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Archived

LD4L 2014, which was the Linked Data for Libraries original grant running from 2014-2016, has been completed. This page is part of the archive for that grant.

Press Releases

- Here’s a link to the initial Press Release for the original LD4L project online.
- Here’s the initial Press Release as a PDF.

Presentations

- October 2015: Dean Krafft and Tom Cramer presented an LD4L update at the Digital Library Federation Forum in Vancouver, BC on Tuesday, October 27.
- October 2015: A poster on the LD4L ontology, workshop outcomes, and project status was presented at the 2015 International Semantic Web Conference in Bethlehem, PA.
- August 2015: A project update on LD4L was presented at the 2015 VIVO Conference.
- March 2015: LD4L/VIVO Lightning Talk at the LDCX^6 Conference at Stanford University.
- February 2015: Presentations from the by-invitation LD4L Workshop are available, linked from the agenda page.
- February 2015: Nancy Lorimer presented a project update at ALA Midwinter in Chicago. The abstract is here.
- December 2014: A project update on LD4L was presented at the CNI Membership Meeting in December 2014 by Dean Krafft and Tom Cramer. You can view a video of the presentation here: [YouTube][Vimeo], and you can find the abstract and slides on the CNI meeting page.
- November 2014: The Linked Data for Libraries project was presented as part of a larger Linked Data Preconference Workshop at the 2014 LiTAC Forum in Albuquerque, NM on November 5-6, 2014.
- October 2014: There was a project presentation as part of a panel on Linked Data for Libraries at the 2014 DLF Forum.
- August 2014: Here are the slides from the Linked Data for Libraries presentation at the 2014 VIVO Conference.
- December 2013: The project was mentioned in the last ten slides of a presentation on VIVO-ISF at the December 2013 CNI Members Meeting.

Upcoming

- December 2015: Tom Cramer and Dean Krafft will be giving an update on the project at the CNI Member meeting in Washington, DC on December 14-15, 2015.

Articles

- David Weinberger posted to his blog on the first project team meeting on January 30-31, 2014 at Stanford.
- Trevor Owens of IMLS has a blog post putting the LD4L Workshop into a broader context: Fitting the Pieces Together: Progress On Linked Data For Libraries
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